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BOOST PRODUCTIVITY, DRIVE DOWN COSTS, AND MAXIMIZE SAVINGS
OPPORTUNITIES
Making Your Cost Management Team More Effective
Effectively managing the huge volume of inter-company invoices received each month is an
intense challenge for today’s communications service providers (CSPs).

TEOCO’s BillTrak Suite is a workflow-based application that manages the end to end
processing of all telecom expense invoices. BillTrak Suites’ combination of invoice
automation, customized workflow, automated audits coupled with circuit inventory and rate
management modules make the application well suited to manage all of your telecom
expense invoices and to help you save millions in network cost every year.
TEOCO’s BillTrak Suite processes over $40 billion each year in telecom invoices through
TEOCO’s license, SaaS, and outsourcing delivery options.

Maximizing Cost Savings Opportunities

BillTrak’s customized workflow ensures your business processes are integrated in all telecom
expense management activities.
Eliminates the tedious, costly and error-prone task of manual invoice data entry.
Identifies over and/or under billings, and dispute and reconciliation opportunities.
Expedites the negotiation of dispute claims resolution and the receipt of credits.
Provides visibility into and control over nearly all aspects of your payables processing
workflow.
• Automates the assignment of GL and A/P codes using your business rules with override
available for exceptions.
• Provides detailed reporting for SOX Compliance.
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BillTrak SUITE FEATURES
Invoice Processing

TEOCO recognizes the burdens that vendor management, electronic media
coordination, invoice receipt and loading places on your limited resources. We
coordinate, receive and load 100% of your vendor invoices, regardless of
currency or format, using our patented software process. Invoices are routed
through the BillTrak Suite custom workflow based on your business rules for
key functions such as auditing, account coding, approval, and payment.

Inventory Management

Provide a detailed side by side view into your billed circuits and circuit &
provisioned inventories.

Claim Management

Integrated within the BillTrak Suite workflow, it automates the life cycle of your
dispute claims: creation including the vendor specific claim forms, filing,
settlement process and eventual resolution. Save time and money while
favorably resolving more claims.

Payment

A custom 2 way feed with your financial system: an automated scheduled
process will transmit invoice payment data from BillTrak Suite to your Account
Payable system and import payment data such as check information into the
BillTrak Suite.

Reporting

BillTrak Suite includes over 20 standard reports to help support your analysis
needs, such as: detailed analytics on payment information, dispute metrics,
cost analysis and trending, user productivity, and management KPIs. The
reporting also gives you the ability to create your own reports to support
critical objectives, i.e.: month end close reporting packages. Reports can be
automated and scheduled.
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TEOCO is a leading provider of analytics, assurance & optimization solutions
to over 300 communication service providers (CSPs) and OEMs worldwide.
Our solutions enable the digital transformation of CSPs while enhancing their network QoS,
improving their customer experience and reducing their operational costs.
Through advanced analytics and automation, TEOCO solutions provide actionable and
measureable insights into network and customer behavior. This includes the optimization,
effective monetization, and delivery of new and existing services, such as VoLTE and Video.
Our commitment to network flexibility and agility makes TEOCO the obvious choice for CSPs
looking to leverage NFV/SDN and the rise of 5G, and to maximize the revenue potential of
new opportunities tied to video and the emerging Internet of Things (IoT).
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“TEOCO is bridging the gap between operations functions, particularly traditional
engineering, planning and network optimization, and the business-defining
monetization functions of revenue generation, customer experience, and margin
management. Stratecast believes this makes TEOCO a company to watch.”
- Stratecast, Frost & Sullivan
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